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Abstract
Regenerative machines allow high heads at small flow rates and present performance curves with
very stable features. This research includes a study of the effect of four inlet flow angles (90˚, 115˚,
125˚ and 135˚) of the blade at outlet flow angle of 90˚ on the performance of regenerative blower
at rotation speed of 3000 rpm and at different flow rates. Investigation and comparison of the experimental results with both one-dimensional theoretical model and numerical CFD technique
using CFX-ANSYS 16.1 are done. The numerical CFD analysis show that the flow enters the impeller
from the blade side (about 65% of the blade side area) and leaves from the blade tip and blade
side (the remaining 35% from the blade side area). According to this observation, a mathematical
model that is based on momentum exchange theory to handle one inlet angle and two exit angles
for the regenerative blower impeller blades is proposed. Consequently, the experimental work is
carried out by two steps. The first step is done by studying the effect of inlet blade angle of 90˚ and
analyzing the results by using the CFD analysis. The CFD results show shock losses and vortices
behind each blade at the inlet flow regions. To reduce these losses, an increase of the inlet blade
angle in a range between 25˚ to 45˚ is proposed. The second step is the splitting of this angle range
to three inlet blade angles of 115˚, 125˚ and 135˚ in order to study and analyze the CFD results for
these angels. The CFD analysis shows the disappearance of the shock losses and vortices that are
formed behind the blade of angle 90˚. The experimental results show that the pressure head and
the efficiency depend strongly on the blade inlet and outlet flow angles as well as on the blade
geometry. The results also show that the best blower performance can be obtained at an inlet flow
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angle of 125˚, and this is confirmed by CFD simulation analysis. Finally, it is shown that the proposed one-dimensional model yield results that are in a good agreement with the experimental
results.
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1. Introduction
Regenerative blowers are used widely in many wide ranges of applications. These include: pneumatic conveying,
sewage aeration, vacuum lifting, vacuum packaging, packaging equipment, printing presses, aquaculture/pond
aeration, spas, dryers, dust/smoke removal, industrial vacuum systems, soil vapor extraction, and chip removal
for engraving equipment. Whenever high airflow and low vacuum/pressure are required, regenerative blowers
are considered an ideal solution as a properly installed blower that will provide years of service of free operation.
Although the efficiency of regenerative blower is not very high, usually less than 50 percent, they are used
widely in industry. Some of previous researchers studied theoretically, numerically and experimentally the effects of blade angels on the performance of regenerative blower, but none of them thought about the twisted
blades.
Depending on the experimental investigation, Yukio Tomita et al. [1] studied the regenerative pump performance using three vane angles of 60˚, 90˚, and 120˚ combining with six impeller diameters from range 94 mm to
180 mm. They concluded that the influence of impeller diameter on the performance varies with van angle.
Hübel et al. [2] conducted a visualization of three-dimensional flow by using the laser light sheet technique in
combination with digital image processing. They studied the influence of vane angles of 45˚, 60˚ and 90˚ on the
performance of regenerative pump. It was also concluded that the vane angle 45 degree has the best efficiency
from other studied angles. Badami [3] studied the influence of vane inclination on the performance of regenerative pump, where eleven angels from 45˚ up to 135˚ were studied theoretically and experimentally. Won Chul
Choi et al. [4] studied the effect of inclined blade angles of 0˚, ±15˚, ±30˚ and ±45˚, and radial chevron impellers
with chevron angles of 15˚, 30˚ and 45˚ on the optimization of regenerative pump performance. Among all blade
configurations tested in their study, the chevron blade angle of around 30˚ exhibited the highest head with reasonably good efficiency.
The previous studies did not investigate experimentally the effect of inlet blades angle on the performance of
regenerative blower. This research depends on studying experimentally the effect of changing the inlet flow angle for the blade profile that differs from the hub to the tip to the impeller on the performance of regenerative
blower.
Theoretically and numerically, many researchers studied the effect of different blade angels or blade shape on
the performance of regenerative blower and pump by using CFD analysis. The previous CFD analysis [4]-[10]
showed a helical internal flow pattern in regenerative turbo-machines and that the flow passes through the blade
several times via the impeller. Of these researchers Meakhail and Park [10] using CFD analysis, they showed
that the flow enters the impeller from the blade side (about 65% of the blade side area) and leaves from the blade
tip and blade side (the remaining 35% from the blade side area) as shown in Figure 1. Depending upon this observation, Meakhail and Park [10] proposed a mathematical model which handles one inlet angle and two exit
angles for the impeller blades of regenerative pump (for incompressible flow). The authors modified this mathematical model to be more convenient in case of using regenerative blower to be investigated experimentally
and numerically by using CFX-ANSYS 16.1 software.
Therefore, a regenerative blower system is designed in the present study such that four impellers with different inlet flow angles (90˚, 115˚, 125˚, and 135˚) are manufactured as shown in Figure 2. The validation of the
theoretical and numerical investigations with the experimental results of the effect of inlet blade angle on the
performance of regenerative blowers is achieved.

2. Theoretical Models
The elements of the regenerative blower, as shown in Figure 3, are an impeller, inlet port, outlet port, stripper,
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Figure 1. Velocity vectors at section on the middle between two blades of the blower impeller.

Figure 2. A photograph of manufactured impellers with schematic diagram of the inlet blade angle of 125˚.

side channel and a casing. The impeller has blades machined into one side at its periphery and cambered from
meddle by different angles. This produces a series of helical flows rotations, returning the fluid repeatedly
through the blades with additional energy as it passes through an open channel.
For the mathematical formulation, the geometry of the impeller and side channel with main dimensions of the
tested blower is specified in Figure 4. The geometrical characteristics can be defined by means of the following
parameters:
• outer radius of the side channel, rc
• conventional inlet mean radii of the meridian flow stream at the impeller, r1
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of regenerative blower.

Figure 4. Impeller and side channel flow path and their geometry.

•
•
•
•
•

height of the vanes, h
axial width of the vanes, w
axial width of the side channel, wc
hub radius of the impeller, rh
outlet mean radius of the meridian flow stream at the impeller tip, r2t
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• outlet mean radius of the meridian flow stream at the impeller side, r2s
where rh = 100 mm, r2t = 150 mm, rc = 160 mm, h = 50 mm, wc = 20 mm and w = 25mm. Several radii in Figure 4 are defined as:

(R

2
2t

Rm =

+ Rh2

)

(1)

2

R1 =

Rm + Rh
2

(2)

R2 s =

Rm + R2t
2

(3)

where Rh is hub radius and R2t is the tip radius of the impeller.
In order to receive further information about quantitative influence of geometrical parameters on the regenerative blower performance a one-dimensional model has been formatted. The measured blower performance
characteristics are expressed with dimensionless flow coefficient ϕ and the head coefficient ψ defined by the
following Equations (1) and (2) Choi et al., [11].

∆p

ρ

ψ =

ϕ=

(4)

u2
2
Q
uAc

(5)

=
Ac wc ( rc − rh ) + w ( rc − ( h + rh ) )

(6)

Applying the angular momentum equation per one circulation to the fluid in the side channel that is subjected
to torque transmitted by the impeller, the expression for the head rise of the blower per one circulation, h/ cir ,
can be written as; Meakhail and Park [10]:

gh/ cir =

A2t Cm 2t r2t Cu 2t + A2 s Cm 2 s r2 s Cu 2 s − A1Cm1r1Cu1
rm Ac

(7)

where As are the areas and defined as:
 r2 − r2 
A1 = π  m h 
 z 

(8)

 r2 − r2 
A2 s = π  2t m 
 z 

(9)

A2t =

2πr2t w
z

(10)

The total head of the blower and the head coefficient can be expressed as

Q 
1
=
H nh/ cir −
KP 

2g
 AC 

2

(11)

K p is the loss coefficient related to the friction forces on the side channel wall and is assumed to be equal to
0.01 [10].
where the number of circulation n can be simply calculated from
n=

θ eff .
360

z

where θ eff . is the effective angle of the blower from the inlet port to the outlet port.
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Equation (7) is the same equation obtained by Wilson et al., [12] and Badami [13] but it differs in containing
the term (A2sCm2sr2sCu2s), which represents the momentum of the fluid leaving at the side of the impeller blade as
well as the number of circulation. This term is a function of the side exit angle of the impeller since Cu2s is given
by:

(

)
( − cot (180 − β ′ ) ) ) =u

σ s u2 s − Cm 2 s ( − cot (180 − β 2′ s ) ) =
Cu 2 s =
u2 s − Cm 2 s ( − cot (180 − β 2 s ) )

(

Cu 2t =
σ t u 2 t − Cm 2 t

2t

2t

(13)

− Cm 2t ( − cot (180 − β 2t ) )

(14)

′ and β 2t′ are the blade exit angles at the blade side and blade tip, respectively, as in Figure 5, and
where β 2s
the slip factor at the tip and side is calculated by:

=
σs

1
=
and σ t
1 + 2.5 1 + sin ( β 2′ s + 90 )  z

{

}

1

(15)

{1 + 2.5 1 + sin ( β ′ + 90 ) z}
2t

Under the hypothesis of constant angular speed of the fluid in the side channel, the kinetic ratio
calculated by means of the following equation [14]:

Cu1
can be
u

Cu1 r1
= ϕ
u
rC

(16)

The circulatory velocity at the tip and side ( Cm 2t and Cm 2 s ) calculated as:

ξi

2sin β 2t
2

( Cm 2 t )

ξc  Q 

2

+ Cm 2tσ t ( u2t + u1 ) ( − cot (180 − β 2t ) )
(17)

2

Q
+   + 2u1 − σ t ( u2t + u1 ) u2t =
0
Ac
2  Ac 
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( Cm 2 s )

2
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Figure 5. Diagram of the velocity triangles.
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where ξi is the loss coefficient and is evaluated experimentally [13] and ranged between 0.0042 and 0.0063 for
all impeller blades.
ξc is the channel skin friction loss and calculated as in [10] and it is equal to 0.011 for the rotational speed of
3000 rpm.
The inlet circulatory flow rate, Qm1 can be calculated by the continuity equation as:

=
Qm1 Qm 2 s + Qm 2t

(19)

The efficiency of the regenerative blower is the ratio between the hydraulic power transferred to the working
fluid and the power introduced into the system by the impeller [14] and is estimated using the equation:

η=

r2t ϕ Rψ
rc ψ + K pϕ 2

(20)

where ϕ R is real dimensionless flow rate coefficient and calculated as in [14].

3. Experimental Analysis
In the present experimental study, a regenerative blower system with impellers of different inlet blade angles of
90˚, 115˚, 125˚ and 135˚ is designed and manufactured by using CNC 3D Machine as shown in Figure 2 and
Figure 3. The experimental work is carried out by two steps. The first step is studying the effect of inlet blade
angle of 90˚ and analyzing the results by using the CFD analysis. The CFD analysis shows shock losses and vortices behind each blade at the inlet flow regions. To reduce these losses, the inlet blade angle should be increased
in range between 25˚ and 45˚. The second step is splitting this angle range to three inlet selected blade angles of
115˚, 125˚ and 135˚ according to the comparison of the experimental work with the CFD results. The CFD
analysis for these angels shows the disappearance of these shock losses and vortices that are formed behind the
blade of angle 90˚, and the appearance of air vortices and circulations at the same time. Figure 6 shows the
scheme of a regenerative blower that consists of an impeller with radial blade (c) and a casing (j) with bearing (k)
where the side channel (d) is machined. There is a stripper block (b) to separate the inlet port (a) and outlet ports
(e) that’s connected by the air flow rate control valve (f) and calibrated air velocity measuring instrument (g).
This blower is driven by 1 hp. 3 phase induction motor (h) in which the motor rotor is coupled with the blower

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a regenerative blower.
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rotor by a coupling (i). The impellers have blades of diameter 300 mm, height 50 mm, width 23 mm and thickness 3 mm. The experimental work is carried out at a rotational speed of 3000 rpm and at eight different outlet
flow rates which is expressed as dimensionless flow coefficient ϕ and varied from 0 to 0.7. The blower rotational speed is measured by digital tachometer, and controlled by changing the feeding electrical frequency to
the induction motor that drives the blower by using adjustable frequency driver. The pressures at inlet, outlet,
and around the circumference of impeller, denoted by small dots at locations (1), are measured at different flow
rates by a digital manometer with accuracy of ±0.25% of full scale, including the combined effects of temperature, linearity, repeatability, hysteresis and resolution. The accuracy of the Thermo-Anometer air velocity meter
unit is ±(3% + 1 digit). The rotational velocity is monitored using a digital tachometer whose accuracy falls
within ±(0.5% + 1 digit). The scattered data are evaluated from repeatability tests and sensitivity analyses. Thus,
the estimated percentages of the errors in the efficiency, flow coefficient and head coefficient from the experiments are ±4.5%, ±10.5% and ±1.3%, respectively.

4. Results
The obtained results of the blower performance and efficiency are subdivided into three parts, the first part
presents the experimental result of different inlet blade angles, the second part presents CFD results, and finally
the third part presents the comparison of experiment with 1-D model and CFD results.

4.1. Experimental Results
The experimental characteristic curves for the four impellers with inlet blade angles of 90˚, 115˚, 125˚ and 135˚
are shown in Figure 7. It can be observed that, the compression increases as the losses behind the blades decreases. This leads to the improvement of the regenerative blower performance and efficiency. So the impeller
of inlet blade angle of 125˚ has a better efficiency than the other impellers with inlet flow angles (90˚, 115˚ and
135˚). The efficiency is generally low at lower flow rates and it increases as the flow rate through the blower increases [15]. This is another characteristic of the regenerative blower, which suggests that in order to obtain a
good efficiency; the blower should be operated at a higher flow rate. The reason for low efficiency at a low flow
rate is due to greater circulatory power, the increased number of circulations at the low flow rates, causes the increase of both circulatory head loss and shock loss. When the flow rate increases through the blower, there will
be fewer vortices circulations, which mean better efficiency [15]. The change of inlet blade angles leads to redirection of the inlet flow to the impeller, which leads to the increase of the transferred energy from impeller blade
to the flow inside the channel and leads in turn to the improvement of the blower performance and efficiency.
Figure 8 shows the relation between the inlet blade angle and maximum efficiencies at the maximum flow rate
(at dimensionless flow coefficient of 0.7). The maximum efficiencies were found to be 47.72, 45.59, 44.69, and
43.59 % for impellers of inlet blades angles 125˚, 135˚, 90˚, and 115˚ respectively.

4.2. CFD Results
A CFD simulation is carried out by using ANSYS 16.1 software, in order to increase the knowledge of the flow
field inside the regenerative blower and to analyze the velocity vectors around the impeller. The steady state
conditions are considered in the simulation and a compressible air ideal gas with constant specific heat is assumed. The standard k-ε model has been tailored specifically for recirculating flows Lettieri et al., [16], so turbulence is modeled using the standard k-𝜀𝜀 turbulence model Fan et al., [17], the energy equation is solved additionally and all the walls are considered as adiabatic and smooth. The mass flow rate normal to the boundary is
set at the inlet duct as boundary conditions, while the total pressure and temperature obtained from the experiments are imposed at the outlet. Some of the main characteristics of the fluid at the boundary conditions are
summarized in Table 1.
An investigation of grid independence is carried out to check for the proper mesh. For impeller of inlet blade
angle of 125˚, as an example, four different grids are checked (456,324 cells, 580,560 cells, 628,023 cells, and
1,889,641 cells). The maximum value of the pressure difference between inlet and outlet occurs at grid No.4
(1,889,641 cells) which is greater than the value of the designed pressure difference at gridno.3 (628,023 cells)
by a small difference of 4.8%. This indicates that both of the two grids are approaching grid independence. All
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Table 1. The main characteristics of the fluid at the boundary conditions.
Flow Coefficient, (φ)
No.

Impeller
Type

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

m in

POut

m in

POut

m in

POut

m in

POut

kg/s

kPa

kg/s

kPa

kg/s

kPa

kg/s

kPa

1

90˚

8.1E−3

1.73

24.31E−3

1.45

40.52E−3

1.12

56.73E−3

0.7

2

115˚

8.1E−3

1.79

24.31E−3

1.37

40.52E−3

0.98

56.73E−3

0.62

3

125˚

8.1E−3

2.01

24.31E−3

1.6

40.52E−3

1.25

56.73E−3

0.82

4

135˚

8.1E−3

1.91

24.31E−3

1.48

40.52E−3

1.08

56.73E−3

0.69

results in the following discussions are done for grid No. 3 case.
The regenerative blower operation is affected by different types of losses [18]. On designing the regenerative
blower, it is important to take into account how to minimize the losses as possible in order to improve its efficiency [19]. So, these losses and their impact on the performance of each impeller should be well studied. Shock
losses, vortices and flow circulations, as examples, appear in the CFD velocity vectors behind each blade at the
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blade inlet flow area. Figure 9 shows the velocity vectors at the blade inlet flow area for different inlet flow angles. The shock losses and vortices appear at the inlet flow region behind each blade of the impeller of inlet angle of 90˚. Air vortices losses and flow circulations areas appear at inlet flow angles of 115˚, 125˚ and 135˚ and
vary from inlet angle to another. The energy losses between each blade increase as the area of losses increases,
which leads to the decrease of the blower output pressure, performance and efficiency. These results agree well
with that obtained experimentally. At outlet flow regions, the CFD analysis show small and unremarkable losses
at the outlet flow angle of 90˚ as shown in Figure 10, thus, it is not needed to modify this angle.

Figure 9. The velocity distribution of the inlet flow to the impeller for different inlet blade angles.

Figure 10. The velocity distribution of the outlet flow to the impeller for outlet blade angles of 90˚.
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4.3. Comparing the Experiment with 1-D Model, and CFD Results

A verification of the experimental with numerical results from one dimensional model and CFD results is carried out by quantitative comparison. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the comparison of performance and efficiency between the experimental and one-dimensional model with CFD results for different inlet blade angles.
The theoretical one-dimensional model is more compatible and closer to the experimental results. Some differences arise between CFD and the experimental results due to three reasons. Firstly, the gaps leakage that have
only partially taken into account on the CFD calculation; this leakage is proportional to the pressure difference
between inlet and outlet [7]. A second reason for the difference between CFD and experimental results is the
flow inside the regenerative blower that is actually unsteady and the CFD simulations are computed as steady
state flow. A third reason is that the blower walls are considered smooth in the CFD simulation, however, different unknown surface roughness exist due to some defects in manufacture. The final reason is the standard
k-𝜀𝜀turbulence model, which is used in the CFD simulation caused some deviations in case of forced flow, which
appear clearly in Figure 11 for the impellers of inlet blade angles of 115˚ and 135˚. The proposed mathematical
model has a good agreement with the experimental results with accuracy ranging from 86% to 99.7%. The theoretical and CFD results shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 are all converged to the experimental results for most
cases. At the flow rate of 32.42E−3 kg/s (ϕ = 0.4 ) the theoretical one-dimensional model performance match
the experimental performance at different inlet blade angles. The design and the best efficiency case occur for
this blower at the flow rate between 48.62E−3 kg/s and 56.73E−3 kg/s (at φ between 0.6 and 0.7) and with different inlet blade angles.

5. Conclusions
This study focuses on investigating a theoretical one-dimensional mathematical model by the experiments and
studying the effect of inlet flow angle on the performance of regenerative blower. The experimental results

Figure 11. Comparison of performance curves of the regenerative blower different inlet blade angles between
theoretical 1-D models, experimental and CFD.
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Figure 12. Comparison of efficiencies curves of the regenerative blower for different inlet blade angles between theoretical,
experimental and CFD.

showed that the pressure head and the efficiency depend strongly on the blade inlet flow angles as well as on the
blade geometry. The simulation of the whole blower is performed using CFX-ANSYS 16.1. The results also
show that the best blower performance is obtained at the inlet flow angle of 125˚. The relative velocity vectors at
the inlet flow region around the blade, which is obtained from the CFD simulation of inlet flow angle of 125˚,
shows smaller area of vortices and flow circulations than the other studied inlet flow angles.
This work proves that on designing the regenerative blower, the effect of inlet flow angle to the impeller
should be taken into account. These angles were proven to have a major effect on redirection of the flow to the
impeller, and leads in turn to an ideal use of the working fluid energy. The losses in energy are reduced such that
the efficiency increases. The study shows a good improvement in efficiency with a range of 3% - 4.1%. Finally,
the proposed theoretical one-dimensional mathematical model and CFD analysis yield results that are in good
agreements with the experimental results.
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Notation
A

cross sectional area

C

absolute velocity

h

head loss

H

head

n

number of circulations (number of times the fluid passes through the impeller blades)

N

rotational speed (rpm)

p

pressure

Kp

is the loss coefficient related to the friction forces on the side channel wall

Km

is the loss coefficient that takes into account all the losses due to enlargements or restrictions of the flow and to turbulence
share forces in the vanes related to the circulatory flow rate.

Q

blower flow rate

r

radius

u

peripheral velocity

z

number of impeller blades

Δp

increase in pressure in the side channel

ϕ

dimensionless flow coefficient

ψ

dimensionless head coefficient

ρ

density

η

efficiency

ω

angular speed

β′

blade angle (the theoretical angle of the flow)

β

flow angle (the actual angle of the flow)

σ

slip factor

θ eff .

effective angle from the inlet to the outlet of the blower

Subscripts
1

position of inlet flow to the impeller blade

2s

position of outlet flow from the impeller side

2t

position of outlet flow from the impeller tip

C

channel

cir

circulation

m

meridional (circulatory) component, mean value

s

side

t

tip

u

tangential component
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